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Find out what works for you! Are you best typing up your notes or do you learn more effectively by writing them 

out? Some of our lectures also have 'Lecture Capture' which allows you to look at videos of your lecture so you 

can type up nice, detailed notes after you go home using that. It is also really, really helpful to study the chapter 

your lecturer will be covering beforehand so you can ask any questions you might have right there and then 

(time-effective) and it will be so much smoother for you to follow. Even better if you have some notes typed up 

because then you can just add onto them as your lecturer goes over them! 

Can you give tips on how to write notes in an effective way ? 

Hey, note taking depends on how you learn so it's different for everyone. Personally I like to take notes using the app 

One Note on my laptop because it's faster that way and I don't like the clutter that comes with having too many 

papers. But if you're studying something like engineering where you have to do formulas, it might be better to 

handwrite notes. Use first year to observe which methods work for you 

Can you give tips on how to write notes in an effective way ? 

Identify the very important parts of each module and write them out in a way that you would remember. Whether that 

is through writing flashcards or just writing the notes wholly on one page, make sure you know what works best for 

you. Once you have focused on the most important parts, you can then focus on the other parts of the module. Also, 

ask your lecturers to help you with what you need to write to make sure that you are not writing more than you need 

to. 

Hi,are the lectures recorded? 

Sometimes. Some of the lectures have 'Lecture Capture' which records the lectures:) 

Hi,are the lectures recorded? 

Hey , unfortunately not all classes are recorded. But you do have access to the lecture slides on line. 

Hi,are the lectures recorded? 

Hi, 

It depends on the course and the modules within that course. Not every course/module has lecture capture . 

Can you give tips on how to write notes in an effective way ? 

I also recommend writing down the learning objectives (LO) for each lecture, this way when you need to review your 

notes. You can check against the LOs if you have understood/met them. 

But concerning ace and finance, are the lectures recorded? 

Yep, most of them are! 

Are there any changes to be taken into consideration when studying for university compared to a levels? 




